AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..

CEO_JJ says:
::lying in a biobed thinking in the back reaches of his mind got to tell them it was the nurse::

CO_Reed says:
::floating in the dark, wondering when the lights and gravity will come back on::

CSecWolfe says:
::suddenly feels very light on his feet::

Katherine says:
::in the dark she can hear Wolfe nearby, and not anything else::

TAC_Jon says:
::sitting in science 2 extremely cold::

CMO_Rex says:
::in sickbay, scanning the CEO with a tricorder, thinking evil thoughts about engineering::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: Totally in the dark.. ::

CMO_Rex says:
Or the CO

CTO_Matt says:
::floats up from his station.

CSecWolfe says:
::grabs a console, keeping himself from floating away:: Katherine:  You alright?

CEO_JJ says:
::thinks i got to tell them::

Katherine says:
::she nods, then realises that he can't see her for the dark:: Max: I'm fine. Just feeling a little light on my feet. ::she reachs towards the walls, trying to get some purchase on them::

CO_Reed says:
::can't stand it any longer; floats to the door::

CSecWolfe says:
Remind me to sack whoever we got in Engineering...

Sec_Tulk says:
:: Wonders if security is coming to check on the murder ::

Katherine says:
::he can hear her laughing::

TAC_Jon says:
::attempts to do a manual overide on the door and open it::

CO_Reed says:
::forces the door open and makes his way to a nearby J-Tube::

Katherine says:
::she makes her way over to where the door should be, and starts feeling for a manual release::

TAC_Jon says:
::door opens, heads for the Gefforeys tube::

CEO_JJ says:
:thinks HELP in his mind that telepath has to sense or it is over for all of us::

CMO_Rex says:
::taps combadge:: *Engineering* CEO: This is the CMO. Do you have an estimate on how long it will be before power, or at least gravity, is restored?

Sec_Tulk says:
:: these power outtings are a bother ::

CSecWolfe says:
::spins himself around, pulling himself down toward the jefferies tube in the floor::  Kate:  I think I found something...

AGMDave says:
ACTION: The crew can already feel the temperature decreasing.

CO_Reed says:
::glad he inherited vulcan eyes, glides down the J-Tube with a phaser set on heavy stun::

TAC_Jon says:
::opens Geofferys tube and heads for enginerring 3 decks down::  ::shivers::

CMO_Rex says:
::suddenly notices the uniform of the man in the other biobed:: Oh heck. That *is* the CEO.

Katherine says:
Max: Jefferies tube?

Sec_Tulk says:
:: taps on padd ::

Katherine says:
::she stays by the door for a moment::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  yes.....::pulls the tube open, the metal grinding on metal as he does so::

TAC_Jon says:
::Arrives on deck 10 Enginerring::

Katherine says:
::she starts feeling along the wall to where he is, following the gut wrenching sound::

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> ::::opens a tool losker to get out a flashlight::


CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Feels like the heaters went out.....I say we got about 20 minutes tops before most of the heat disipates...

TAC_Jon says:
::opens Enginering door manually::

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> myself: better get some extra flashlights for people i run into

Katherine says:
Max: Then let's get out of here.

CSecWolfe says:
::unclaps the Tricorder and runs a quick scan of the Tube::

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> CMO: i am not sure how long sir

Sec_Tulk says:
:: force open the doors to the ambassadors quarters to leave ::

CO_Reed says:
::floats to a power conduit, glances at it briefly, then continues on::  *CSEC*:  From the looks of things, power is out all over.  Is that consistant with what you are seeing?

TAC_Jon says:
::whispers:: Anybody in here?

Katherine says:
::she keeps very quiet as the CO and Wolfe speak::

CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  ::barely audible::  Yes si...on....w...y....t...Engine........

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> Tac: i am here ::turns on light and shines it at TAC::

TAC_Jon says:
::squints from the glare::  Lets attempt to get the Primary Power and Life support back online

CSecWolfe says:
::notices the CO is barely coming through...wondering how he his transmission came through::

CO_Reed says:
::interprets the message and floats around in the direction of engineering::

Katherine says:
::she places a hand on his shoulder, and quickly feels to make certain she's got her notes::

CSecWolfe says:
::keys the small flashlight on the Tricorder to active::

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> TAC: you'll need this ::throws a tool kit and flash light at TAC::

Katherine says:
::she's got everything::

CTO_Matt says:
::pulls out a tricorder and does a reading on the engineering station to see there is anything odd there.

TAC_Jon says:
::catches it and gets to work::  Ill try working on Life support...

CSecWolfe says:
::shines light to illuminate:: Kate:  If you start feeling too cold....tell me....its going to be a meat locker in here soon...

CMO_Rex says:
::attempts to assess the condition of the CEO::

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> TAC: i will take the main power generators

Katherine says:
Max: Have you ever known me to keep things like that to myself?

TAC_Jon says:
::nodds head::

Katherine says:
::she follows him into the tube::

CSecWolfe says:
::smiles and pulls himself into the tube::

CO_Reed says:
::working from memory only:: Self:  I th..th..think en..engin..eering is right through h..h..here.  ::noticing the drop in temperature::

CEO_JJ says:
::can't feel anything it is starting to get lonely all by myself inside my mind. got to keep myself occupied::

CO_Reed says:
::forces open yet another small door::

CSecWolfe says:
::notices that his breath is starting to condense as he exhales::  Kate:  the temp is dropping too fast......something is wrong....

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> ::floats over to the power generators and starts to scanning with a tricorder::

Katherine says:
::she stops blocking her mind from his, and lets thoughts between them start to flow like normal as she's shivering:: Max: What makes you say that?

CEO_JJ says:
::HELP me some one help me::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  The station has enough size, mass and life support systems so that, even in complete loss of Life Support, we would maintain normal temperatures for at least One hour before even a minor temperature drop.....

Katherine says:
Max: Do you know where you're headed?

Changling says:
:: Appears in a room with a senior officer under the cover of dark ::

CO_Reed says:
::floats on down the hall, thinking that 0-g training paid off::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  Main Engineering is on deck 10....::shines light::  one more deck......

TAC_Jon says:
::frustrated groan::  ::mumbles under his breath:: If only I paid attention in Power Basics

Katherine says:
::she follows along, and her shivering is getting worse:: Max: You asked me to tell you if I started getting too cold...

CMO_Rex says:
Hmm...

CSecWolfe says:
::grabs a handhold and pulls himself to a stop::

Changling says:
:: in engineering ::

OPS_Card says:
::runs out of turbolift and mans his console::

Changling says:
:: forms arm into a sharp blade ::

CSecWolfe says:
::floating, manages to pull of his tunic and shines his light up at his Wife::

CO_Reed says:
::hears the TAC officer::  What's the problem, Ensign?

CSecWolfe says:
::passes her the tunic::  Kate:  Here.....

CSecWolfe says:
::grits teeth to keep them from chattering::

CMO_Rex says:
::taps combadge:: *CO* Sir, this is Rex. I think I might be able to get the CEO on his feet, but it would be extremely risky.

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> ::scans say the power couplings have been servered:: TAC: hey the problem isn't with the life support system it is over here

Katherine says:
::she stops herself right next to him, and slips the tunic on, her own teeth chattering:: Wolfe: One more deck?

TAC_Jon says:
CEO_JJ:  Ill be right over... ::floats on over to JJ::

CSecWolfe says:
Kate:  This is the spot....::turns and manually opens the tube hatch, it swinging out and clanging into the bulkhead::

OPS_Card says:
::checks his console for station status::

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> TAC: it is a serevered power coupling

CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  We need all the engineering help we can get.  Just be careful.

Changling says:
:: Takes a lunge at the CO ::

CSecWolfe says:
::shines light outside the hatch::

CO_Reed says:
::turns quickly and fires phaser::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The hairs on Reed's neck stand upright as he feels something wrong.

Katherine says:
::the sound seems amplified in the silence::

CO_Reed says:
::(or as quickly as one can turn in 0-g)::

CMO_Rex says:
*CO*: Understood.

TAC_Jon says:
CEO:Perhaps if we bybass the severed copling(s) we can restore power

CEO_JJ says:
<EO>TAC: it won't take much to fix just a little splicing

Changling says:
:: moves aside and morphs into something ::

CMO_Rex says:
::floats over to the CEO and administers a stimulant::

CSecWolfe says:
::winces as the Phaser blast strikes just by his head::  Gah....

Sec_Tulk says:
CO: Sir be careful... hit the changeling not me.

Katherine says:
::is glad she was still inside the tube::

CO_Reed says:
Tulk:  When did you get here?

CEO_JJ says:
<EO> ::starts to splice the coupling TAC: by pass that coupling over there and reroute it, it is to badly damaged,

Sec_Tulk says:
CO: I just crawled down through that JT.

CSecWolfe says:
::aloud in Engineering::  ALL:  Watch your fire!

OPS_Card says:
::sets to repowering systems::

CMO_Rex says:
*CO*: Sir, I thought I heard phaser fire over the connection. Is everything OK?

TAC_Jon says:
CEO: Aye

Katherine says:
::she pulls herself out, slipping past Max, but still waiting by the hatch::

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  The changeling is in here!  I'm sure of it!

CSecWolfe says:
::pulls up his tricorder and begins scanning:::

TAC_Jon says:
::pulling dark thingies out and replacing them with bright thingies::

CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  I believe the changeling is in here...  I am fine.

CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Scanning now Commander...

TAC_Jon says:
CEO:  Bypass complete...

CO_Reed says:
::wonders if Wolfe knows that you can't find a changeling with a tricorder::

Sec_Tulk says:
CO: I have that feeling to sir... But where.

Katherine says:
::she slips along the wall, trying to stay out of the way::

OPS_Card says:
::grabs a tricorder & phaser and heads to the geffery tubes

OPS_Card says:
::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Life support is restored at reduced power as well as the lights.

CEO_JJ says:
::wakes up:: aaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhh

CEO_JJ says:
any one in the room; where am i

CMO_Rex says:
::looks up:: And God said "Let there be light," and there was.

CO_Reed says:
::lets his eyes adjust::

TAC_Jon says:
::smiles::

CSecWolfe says:
::turns off the light on the tricorder and snapping it closed::

CEO_JJ says:
::turns away from the lights::

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: Take it easy. I'm the new CMO. You've had a nasty bump on the head.

CTO_Matt says:
::blinks his eyes several times to get use to the lighting again.

CO_Reed says:
::looks around ENG for something that looks out of place::

Katherine says:
::she looks at the CO, knowing that she's going to be in a bit of trouble once this is over....instinctively she shields her mind again::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: depends on your defination of nasty the was terrible

OPS_Card says:
::goes through the geffeeryes tubes towards engineering

Sec_Tulk says:
:: seems to leave the room ::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: am i thinking straight or are we flying

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  If its here Sir...nothing we can do unless it shows himself..

CSecWolfe says:
::pushes off and floats toward main engineering::

OPS_Card says:
*CO*: On my way sir!

Changling says:
:: Hiding in the corner out of site, and has found a starfleet phaser ::

CMO_Rex says:
::turns off the restraining field holding the CEO in place:: Well, yes. Main gravity appears to be out.

CEO_JJ says:
::floats up:: CMO: i better get to work then

Changling says:
:: Takes aim at Reed and fires on highest setting ::

Changling says:
:: Quickly begins to morph...::

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: Take it easy. You're not 100% yet.

CEO_JJ says:
::pushes off of the biobed and starts to go for the door::

CO_Reed says:
::instinctively floats backwards::

CSecWolfe says:
::instinctively draws his phaser and aims at the source of the blast::

Katherine says:
::she stays where she is, just observing::

CEO_JJ says:
::hit the door because of slowed ractions:: CMO: you're right

Changling says:
:: Has dissapeared ::

TAC_Jon says:
::begins working on restoring main power::

CSecWolfe says:
::pulls himself to a stop in main engineering::

CMO_Rex says:
*CO*: The Chief Engineering Officer is awake, sir.

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to work at the Engineering console to help get gravity back online.

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: What happened to you, anyway?

Sec_Tulk says:
CO: I suggest you check yourself into a forcefield sir.

Sec_Tulk says:
CO: I can set one up for you if you wish.. To surround you...

TAC_Jon says:
CO_Reed:  Sir, I believe we should attempt to seal off M_Eng to protect critical areas of the station

CEO_JJ says:
::Forces door open:: CMO: doc i hope you don't mind but i am giong to have to ask you to come with me there is a changling on the station and neither one of us can be caught alone

CSecWolfe says:
Tulk:  we dont have the power for a force field yet....we should seal this room off.....now

CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  Good, send him to try to bring power back to full efficiency.  I want you giving random bloodscreenings.

Changling says:
:: foiled again ::

Katherine says:
::she's very tempted to try to head up to Ops to try to work on things up there::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: you might as well give me a bloodscreening

CO_Reed says:
TAC:  I think it would be a good idea to seal off ENG.  Do so.

CMO_Rex says:
::glances at the CEO:: *CO*: Sir, I don't think it's a good idea for either the CEO or myself to be on our own with this changeling around.

CSecWolfe says:
::still notices the chill in the air::

CMO_Rex says:
::draws a few cc of blood from the CEO::

CEO_JJ says:
::watchs as it stays as blood::

TAC_Jon says:
Computer, seal off Main Enginering to a level 8 voice print authorization code only

Sec_Tulk says:
CO: The changeling is in this room, we need to protect you!

OPS_Card says:
::emerges into engineering and sees CSec::

CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  Stay with him.  If you go in a pair, there is less of a chance that one of you will be replaced.  Just don't get separated.

TAC_Jon says:
<Computer> Main Engineering is now Secure

CMO_Rex says:
*CO*: Understood.

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: So, where to?

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: let me take a sample of you it just for safeties sake

Sec_Tulk says:
Chief Sec: Sir I will setup the forcefield surrounding engineering

CSecWolfe says:
::thinks to himself:  I hate being a fish in a barrel::

CSecWolfe says:
Tulk:  do it...

CO_Reed says:
Tulk:  I think the changeling is probably someplace else by now.  I will be okay.

CMO_Rex says:
::hands a hypo to the CEO::

TAC_Jon says:
::resumes work on restoring main power::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: Sets up forcefield ::

CEO_JJ says:
::takes a sample::

Changling says:
:: morphes into something in the room ::

Katherine says:
::she notes each of those in the room, and waits for the play to unfold. That changeling is in here somewhere...and without warning Max's stories of the changeling who replaced her on the Monarchy come back to haunt her::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: Tulk is gone with the forcefield in place ::

CMO_Rex says:
::watches as it stays red:: Type A negative, if you're wondering.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The forcefield goes up surrounding the Engineering Deck and is holding steady.

CSecWolfe says:
Reed:  Will undoubtedbly be in this room sir......they are confined by the powers of gravity as well

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: we should head for the closest weapons locker on deck 9 first off

Changling says:
:: Changes access codes ::

CEO_JJ says:
::CMO checks OK::

Changling says:
:: Slowly begins removing atmosphere from eng ::

CMO_Rex says:
::grabs a medkit and tricorder and follows the CEO::

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  If it is in here, there is a much better chance of catching it.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out to the weapons locker::

Katherine says:
::notes a slight change in the air, but doesn't comment on it::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  Those in Engineering begin to feel lightheaded.

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: have you had Type III weapons training

Changling says:
:: He is morphed into something ::

CSecWolfe says:
::feels the a breeze rustle his hair::  Sec:  Is life support still active?

TAC_Jon says:
::grabs the console as he almost falls::

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: I was originally on a track for service as a tactical officer. I can handle a phaser. ::grins::

Changling says:
:: Removes even more air ::

CO_Reed says:
::floats over to a console and checks environmental status::

TAC_Jon says:
Anybody else feeling dizy?

Katherine says:
::starts gasping::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: ok

CSecWolfe says:
::whirls around and see's the emergency locker, pushed off toward it...after taking as deep a breath as he can::

CEO_JJ says:
::makes it to the Jefferies Tube:: CMO: from here on it is crawling up nine decks

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: I can't wait. After you.

OPS_Card says:
::looks around ennginering

CSecWolfe says:
::feels his eyes water as he stops and pulls it open, finding the rebreather mask and headgear...for use in case of loss of atmosphere or toxic gasses::

OPS_Card says:
::

TAC_Jon says:
::begins coughing::  ::manages to scrape up enough air to say::  I Can't breath...

CEO_JJ says:
::goes in the JT::

Katherine says:
::she pulls the tunic closer around her, and tries to draw worthwhile breaths::

Changling says:
:: Begins to morph slowly again ::

CO_Reed says:
::punches a few buttons on the console, trying to stay awake::

TAC_Jon says:
Computer Deactivate the ...  force  ::faints::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: floats there ::

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the forcefield placed in main eng and then notices the air level dropping.  He reroutes the main air to be changed only in ops and resets the air level to normal.

CSecWolfe says:
::grabs the rebreather and pulls it over his head....activating it with a quick button::

OPS_Card says:
::sees motion in the corner and draws his pahser::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: so where should we go Operations or Engineering

CSecWolfe says:
::looks up and see's something::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: after we get our weapons

Katherine says:
::she pushes into a corner, and starts to drift in and out of conciousness::

Sec_Tulk says:
All: No AIR

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: I'd say that our first priority is to get the station power restored to normal levels. We're never going to be able to track the changeling without the internal sensors online.

CSecWolfe says:
::raises Phaser, noticing Tulk over by main engineering...passing out::

OPS_Card says:
*CSec*: <muffled> the changleing's down here, I see it.

CO_Reed says:
::practices Vulcan breathing exercise with minimal success::  Computer, deactivate engineering forcefiled.  ::pauses::  Authorization Reed-Alpha-Alpha-1.

OPS_Card says:
::starting to have trouble breathing::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: floats outta view around the corner ::

CSecWolfe ::fires phaser at the changeling:: (HandPhaser.wav)

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: there are five people at last count in the Eng we should head to Ops might be able to do mroe there

Changling says:
:: floating around corner ::

CO_Reed says:
::while barely awale, inputs the code manually::

Katherine says:
::she has passes out, and is curled into a little ball in the corner::

CMO_Rex says:
::has a thought and taps his combadge:: *Computer*: Activate EMH program.

CSecWolfe says:
::pushes off, breathing normally......following Tulk and the Changling::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Wolfe's phaser shot hits the Founder and knocks him into the bulkhead.

Changling says:
:: Morphs hand into blade and makes a dead on floating charge towards Reed ::

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: In case the changeling gets to someone else while we're in Ops.

TAC_Jon says:
::wakes up violently::

OPS_Card says:
::checks engineering panels::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: why are you calling for the EMH

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: oh

CEO_JJ says:
::makes it to Deck 9::

CSecWolfe says:
::pushes off wall and shields CO Reed while firing his phaser::

CO_Reed says:
::fires phaser straight ahead, while he still has the energy to push the button::

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: It would take me a while to get back to sickbay in an emergency.

CSecWolfe  (HandPhaser.wav)

Katherine says:
::wakes up, and looks to see where the phaser fire is coming from::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: i am not sure if i miss the TL

CEO_JJ says:
::walks on to the weapons locker::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  Reed's phaser misses, but Wolfe's hits the Founder again.  The Founder begins to revert to its normal form.

Changling says:
:: Tries at Reed Again, Lashes out with long arms around reeds neck ::

Changling says:
:: faltering ::

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: Understandable. ::grins::

CSecWolfe says:
::sets phaser to level 10 and fires at the Founder...glad he spent some time in the weapons range::

Changling says:
:: Tries to move away from Wolfes Phaser ::

OPS_Card says:
::checks the iso chips in the service panel below the console::

CEO_JJ says:
::makes it to the locker:: COMPUTER: let me in to the weapons locker authorization CEO Claymore-sword-mine

Changling says:
:: waiting for CEO to CHOKE ::

Changling says:
<CO>

Katherine says:
::she peers over a console and sees the Founder exploding::

Katherine says:
::blinks to clear her eyes, and realises that he's still there.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Wolfe's phaser hits the Changeling dead center and forces it to disengage from Reed.  The CO is unconciuos.

CMO_Rex says:
::grabs a hand phaser as well as a phaser rifle::

CEO_JJ says:
::enters the locker room:: ::gets a rifle::

CO_Reed says:
::floating around in space::

Katherine says:
::she goes to check on the CO, as the doc is busy::

Changling says:
:: Hobbles away to hide ::

CO_Reed says:
<space = eng>

CSecWolfe says:
::raises it to level 12...wondering when Changling's became so resiliant::

OPS_Card says:
::yanks the chips out and sparks fly::

Changling says:
:: Tries to morph into.... ::

CEO_JJ says:
::also picks up to Type II phasers and holsters one::

CTO_Matt says:
::tries rerouting main gravity to backup to get gravity back on the station.

CEO_JJ says:
<two>

Katherine says:
::he's unconcious, but still breathing, and his heartrate is good. He'll live::

CSecWolfe says:
::follows the Changling::  Changling:  Its all over....::keeps the phaser raised::

TAC_Jon says:
::gets up tries to Access Transporter control::

OPS_Card says:
::rereanges the chips to provide more power for life suppot::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: now to Operations

CO_Reed says:
::thinks unconciouslly:  a medic would be nice::

CMO_Rex says:
::nods and follows the CEO::

TAC_Jon says:
::attempts to lock on to founder but there isn't enough power::

TAC_Jon says:
::attempts to reroute::

Katherine says:
::she grabs a tricorder floating by, and notices it isn't a medical tricorder....it's going to have to do.::

CEO_JJ says:
::::puts the rifle on his should over his back and holds one of the Type II phasers as he climb back into the Jefferies Tube::

Changling says:
:: Tries to morph but can't, is now floating jelly ::

Changling says:
:: that is floating towards the CO ::

Katherine says:
::her eyes go wide as the Founder starts floating over::

CSecWolfe says:
~~~~~  Kate:  get the CO and move!  ~~~~~~~

CSecWolfe says:
::raises phaser and fires at setting 12::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One of Wolfe's shots passes through the Foundr and hits a console nearby, destroying it.

OPS_Card says:
::ducks::

CO_Reed says:
::floats::

Katherine says:
::she tries to move the CO, and gets enough momentum to get them moving away from the Founder::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: you know if they could have made this a shorter station we wouldn't have to do all this floating-climbing

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: We also wouldn't have needed the turbolifts. ::wry smile::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As a result of the console exploding, evryone is knocked back, but the forcefield shuts down.

Katherine says:
::she notices that the jelly is following, and she's running out of places to go::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: another added advantage

CO_Reed says:
::dreaming of his earlier days on the Scimitar::

Changling says:
:: tries to go down the CO's throat as jelly ::

CSecWolfe says:
::pushes off and blitzes toward the jelly, phaser pointed like a lance, firing::

CSecWolfe  (HandPhaser.wav)

Katherine says:
::she pushes the CO behind her, getting in the way of the goo::

CO_Reed says:
::the unpleasant memory of the DISC simulations come to mind::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Wolfe's phaser fire is right on target and the last of the Founder is disintegrated.

OPS_Card says:
::ducks and moves into plasma generator bay::

CEO_JJ says:
::makes it to the CO's office::

CSecWolfe says:
::realizes he is still barrelling toward the CO and his wife::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: help me with the door

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  Gravity suddenly comes on.

Katherine says:
::she tries to push the CO and herself out of the way, but Wolfe is coming in too fast::

CO_Reed says:
::remembers the simulated changeling in that scenario::

CMO_Rex says:
AAAACK!

CEO_JJ says:
::grips the door and starts to pull on it so it will open to the operations center::

CMO_Rex says:
::falls down::

TAC_Jon says:
::falls hard on the floor::

CO_Reed says:
::falls to the floor with a "thunk"::

OPS_Card says:
::falls th the floor 15 feed below::

CSecWolfe says:
::falls to the deck, rolling and tumbling as he does so::

CEO_JJ says:
::falls::

CTO_Matt says:
::falls to the deck::

CSecWolfe says:
::and undercutting his wife as he does so::

Katherine says:
::she lands next to the CO, and notices in passing that she was grazed by Max's shot, but was too high on adrenaline to notice at the tim::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: you ok

Sec_Tulk says:
:: Is noticably absent ::

CMO_Rex says:
CEO: More or less.

CO_Reed says:
::dosen't remember that loud "thunk" in the simulation::

CEO_JJ says:
::door opens enough for me to fit through::

CEO_JJ says:
::get rilfe out and points and all in the room::

CMO_Rex says:
::climbs through after the CEO::

OPS_Card says:
::thinks luckly i landed on my hands::

CEO_JJ says:
ALL in OPS: sorry about this guys there is a changling on the station

CTO_Matt says:
CEO::  yes, we know.

Katherine says:
::she stands, and shakes her head, trying to get her vision to clear before she heads for sickbay::

OPS_Card says:
::gets up and goes back in to engineering to see a console up and running::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: would you be kind enough to take a sample from them

CMO_Rex says:
::rubs his leg:: Not to mention a bruised CMO.

CO_Reed says:
::lying helpless on the ground::

CTO_Matt says:
::stands up and looks at the Eng console::

CSecWolfe says:
::rips the rebreather from his face, sitting next to the unconscious CEO, sweating from wearing the heavy mask::

CMO_Rex says:
::takes samples from all personnel in ops::

Katherine says:
::she waits to get the blood test::

CEO_JJ says:
ALL in OPS: well you all pass hope you don't take me pointing a phaser rilfe at you personally

CSecWolfe says:
::pulls the CEO over and notices he is still alive::

TAC_Jon says:
::yawns,mumbles:: What a day...

CSecWolfe says:
::mumbles::  Welcome to Command Mr Reed.....

CO_Reed says:
::still "asleep"::

Katherine says:
::she slips out of Engineering and waits to hear the worst of this later on from Max::

OPS_Card says:
::heads to active console

OPS_Card says:
::

CSecWolfe says:
*Sickbay* Medical Team to Engineering......

EMH says:
*CMO*: Excuse me, but sickbay has been deluged with medical calls.

CSecWolfe says:
:;feels very tired..wondering where Tulk is::

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: that's you

CEO_JJ says:
::goes to the engineering station and starts to work on somethings::

TAC_Jon says:
::notices all the alert messages on the power console::  ::walks over there, wabline still being used to no gravity::

CSecWolfe says:
::pulls himself to his feet, noticing the crew starting to return::

CMO_Rex says:
::taps combadge:: *CSec*: What's the nature of the emergency?

OPS_Card says:
::works on getting more generators up so he can restart the station's reactor::

CSecWolfe says:
*CMO*  Commander Reed is unconcious in main engineering...he needs a trained hand to take a look at him...

CO_Reed says:
::remembers the Scimitar FCO, and wonders what he's doing, now::

TAC_Jon says:
Computer, run  a level 1 diagnostic on all key power systems...

CMO_Rex says:
*CSec*: What happened to him?

TAC_Jon says:
<Computer> Diagnostic in progress... Stand by

CMO_Rex says:
::heads belowdecks::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: sir where are you

OPS_Card says:
*CEO*: In engineering sir.

CSecWolfe says:
*CMO*  He was attacked by a Changeling

CO_Reed says:
::mind is drifting from memory to memory::

CMO_Rex says:
*CSec:* I'm on my way.

CMO_Rex says:
::hurries::

Katherine says:
::goes to the News Service field office, and files her report::

TAC_Jon says:
<Computer> Unable to comply, diagnostic systems non-operational due to low power

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: i suspect you are being some generators on line be careful and don't bring on more than three otherwise you might get a power over load

CSecWolfe says:
::looks around::

OPS_Card says:
*CEO*: Aye.

CMO_Rex says:
::taps combadge:: All personnel, please bring casualties to sickbay if possible.

CO_Reed says:
::dreaming about the giant comet the almost smashed into the station::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  The Station's core comes online at 24%.

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps looking at console:: ::core comes on::

CEO_JJ says:
Myself: i didn't do it

TAC_Jon says:
<Computer> Attempting to resume diagnostic

OPS_Card says:
::disconnects core from eps grid::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: is floating in the blisful grace of founder heaven ::

TAC_Jon says:
<remembers how long a level 1 dignostic takes>Computer,  belay that command

CMO_Rex says:
::runs to the nearest turbolift::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS* i am coming down to Eng can you send some power to a TurboLift

OPS_Card says:
*CEO*: How are repairs on the eps grig comming?

CTO_Matt says:
::returns to Tactical and sends out a general communication to all ships, both docked and waiting::  ALL Ships:  This is Arcadia Station, we have experienced some problems and are not able to accept any incoming ships at this time.  Those ships still docked will not be able to leave until these problems are fixed.

CMO_Rex says:
::hopes like heck that the sound he heard was in fact the reactor coming online::

TAC_Jon says:
::corrects himself:: Run a Level 3 diagnostic

OPS_Card says:
::bypasses grid and sends power to tl4::

OPS_Card says:
*CEO*: use tl 4.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: ok ::walks to tl 4:: TL: eng

TAC_Jon says:
<Computer>  Diagnostic in Progress

CMO_Rex says:
*OPS*: Do turbolifts have power?

CEO_JJ says:
::TL moves:: TL: don't you go crazy on me <TL>: unknown command

Katherine says:
::she rubs her arm where she was grazed, and just tries to ignore it. She's had worse::

OPS_Card says:
*CMO*: Only 4, it's in use by ceo.

CEO_JJ says:
::get to ENG::

CMO_Rex says:
*OPS*: Do we have enough power for a site-to-site transport?

CSecWolfe says:
::stumbles out of main engineering:: OPS:  You are in charge........  ::stumbles into the hallway and collapses, the fatigue overwhelming him::

CO_Reed says:
::still asleep on the floor::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out:: OPS: ok i am here where are the eps problmes at

OPS_Card says:
*CMO*: it would be dangerous, we may not have enough power to remateialize.

Katherine says:
::she senses Max's collapse, and goes tearing out of her office to find him::

CO_Reed says:
::tries to focus his mind::

Sec_Tulk says:
:: is a sticky gooey mess all over the CO ::

OPS_Card says:
CEO: the grid is damaged and can only operate at 13%.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to the EPS console to look at some read outs::

CMO_Rex says:
*OPS*: re-route power from any system you can, and beam the CO and myself to sickbay.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

